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Abstract

This tutorial will identify and discuss technical challenges and recent results related to the Artificial Intelligence (AI) based future wireless networks. The tutorial is mainly divided into five parts. In the first part, we will introduce future wireless networks and AI, discuss about the future wireless networks architecture, and provide some main technical challenges in AI based future wireless networks. In the second part, we will focus on the issue of AI based resource management in future wireless networks and provide different recent research findings that help us to develop engineering insights. In the third part, we will address the signal processing and PHY layer design of AI based future wireless networks and address some key research problems. In the fourth part, we will present the AI enabled dynamic optimization for IoT. In the last part, we will summarize by providing a future outlook of AI based future wireless networks.

Brief Description

Nowadays, the mobile network no longer just connects people but is evolving into billions of devices, such as sensors, controllers, machines, autonomous vehicles, drones, people and things with each other and then achieves information and Intelligence. From a planning and optimization perspective on the mobile network, this means that we also need a lot more flexibility to address these future needs.

Next-generation (B5G/6G) mobile networks are characterized by three key features: heterogeneity, in terms of technology and services, dynamics, in terms of rapidly varying environments and uncertainty, and size, in terms of number of users, nodes, and services. The need for smart, secure, and autonomic network design has become a central research issue in a variety of applications and scenarios. Intelligence (AI) and future mobile networks have attracted intense interest from both academia and industry to potentially improve spatial reuse and coverage, thus allowing cellular systems to achieve higher data rates, while retaining the seamless connectivity and mobility of cellular networks. However, considering the severe inter-tier interference and limited cooperative gains resulting from the constrained and non-ideal transmissions between adjacent base stations, a new paradigm for improving both spectral efficiency and energy efficiency through suppressing inter-tier interference and enhancing the cooperative processing capabilities is needed in the practical evolution of AI based future mobile networks.
This tutorial will identify and discuss technical challenges and recent results related to the AI based future mobile networks. The tutorial will introduce future mobile networks and AI, discuss about the future mobile networks architecture, AI based resource management, PHY layer design with AI and providing a future outlook of AI based future mobile networks.

Outline

Part I: Overview of Future Mobile Networks and AI
- RAN Evolutions: Brief introduction of UDN, SON, Fog RAN, and their potential evolution.
- Introduction of AI based Future Mobile Networks: Features, definitions, challenges, and state of the art.
- System architecture: Fronthaul, Fog/cloud computing, heterogeneous networks, performance metrics

Part II: AI based Resource Management in Future Mobile Networks
- Intelligent Resource allocation with heterogeneous services
- Resource allocation: A cooperative bargaining game theoretic approach
- NOMA based resource allocation in future mobile networks
- Cross layer optimization in AI based future mobile networks
- User association and power allocation using deep learning

Part III: AI based Interference Management in Future Mobile Networks
- Learning based interference mitigation
- AI based interference mitigation and handover management
- Coexistence of Wi-Fi and UDN with LTE-U
- Incomplete CSI based resource optimization in SWIPT

Part IV: AI enabled dynamic optimization in IoT
- Deep reinforcement learning in NB-IoT

Part V: Outlook of AI based Future Mobile Networks
- Evolution of AI based Future Mobile Networks: Future research challenges

Potential Participants

The half-day tutorial is intended for the generally knowledgeable individual working in the field of wireless communications and networking with some background in convex optimization, game theory and AI. It is also suitable for students and researchers who are interested to learn about AI, UDN, Heterogeneous Networks, Small Cells, LTE-U, C-RAN, SWIPT, and 5G/6G.
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Prior History of Tutorial


Lecture Experience of Tutorial Speaker

Prof. Haijun Zhang has given a series of invited talks and short courses on ultra dense networks and heterogeneous networks at several universities, public and private research institutions in Asia and North America. In addition, they have been delivering courses and lectures on wireless communications and networking at UBC, USTB, and overseas universities on a regularly basis. Dr. Yansha Deng has given tutorials on Molecular Communications. Professor Arumugam Nallanathan have tutorials on NOMA.
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